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In the following pages I will put forward a remark concerning Lu
Xun’s reception of Nietzsche and evolutionary theory, a subject,
which is indeed familiar to everybody who is engaged in the field of
modern Chinese literature, and of Lu Xun studies in particular. The
small format of my remark does not allow me to do any justice to all of
those, whose contributions to this subject have informed and inspired
me. Elsewhere, I have discussed the state of the field in more detail.
Here, however, I would like to confine myself to some very general,
introductory words. Generally speaking I will summarise some bits
and parts of my earlier attempt to find something in Lu Xun, which
corresponds with Takeuchi Yoshimi’s notion of “Lu Xun’s contradic-
tion” between “literature” and “politics.”1 The “contradictory self-
identity” of “literature” and “politics” – this is Takeuchi’s code for the
“particular” and the “universal”, for “individual” and “society”, etc, – is
the key concept of Takeuchi’s 1944 seminal work on the “father of
modern Chinese literature”, Rojin,2 which, as I contend, is the deepest
and most exiting interpretation of Lu Xun’s writings until the present
day. This my contention may already mark where my own reading of
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Lu Xun is at odds with the majority of the existing interpretations, i.e.
with both, the few which serve the enterprise to de-politicise him, as
well as the many which more or less enthusiastically emphasize his role
as a social revolutionary.
Lu Xun himself occasionally spoke about his light and shady sides,
his “many contradictions”, or his wavering “between humanism and
individualism”,3 and already Onoe Kanehide (in the 1960s), to whom
I am indebted for many important hints, linked the formation of this
“humanism” with Lu Xun’s reception of evolutionary theory, and that
of his “individualism” with his reception of Nietzsche. However,
Onoe perceived Nietzsche rather as another proponent of a sort of
evolutionary theory: ”[...] Nietzsche too was thinking of an evolution
of the pattern: worm → ape → human being → super human, and for
this reason both [evolutionary theory and Nietzsche] have been
received by Lu Xun without particularly contradicting each other.4
Accordingly, for Onoe, Lu Xun’s humanism and individualism do not
constitute a real contradiction either, but are rather the poles of an in
the end harmonious, and “complete” synthesis .5 Weigelin-
Schwiedrzik, who was the first to point out to a Western audience (in
1982) the problematic aspects of Lu Xun’s attempt to fuse Huxley and
Nietzsche, also came to the conclusion that Lu Xun was neither a fol-
lower of Nietzsche, nor of evolutionary theory, but rather incorporat-
ed in his own thinking elements from both, if only these elements
appeared to be appropriate for him in the context of his own experi-
ences.6 Cheung, to give another example, even saw in Lu Xun’s “grab-
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bism” (nalai zhuyi), i.e. Lu Xun’s pragmatic eclecticism, the paradigm
of the appropriation of ideas by an intellectual, who was suffused with
a strong sense of social responsibility.7
I do not intend to neglect the political side of Lu Xun, and his sense
of social responsibility. On the contrary, I regard this his political
sense as a conditio sine qua non of Lu Xun’s literature. However, I don’t
see any evidence that Lu Xun deliberately tailored Nietzsche and suc-
cessfully incorporated his ideas in his evolutionist program to revital-
ize the Chinese society. On the contrary, I think that Lu Xun in his
early years was especially susceptible to Nietzsche’s apotheosis of the
artistic existence and succumbed to the temptations of Nietzsche’s
Zarathustra, which subsequently gained in weight more and more and
became the gravitational centre of Lu Xun’s intellectual universe, forc-
ing everything else in a circular path around it. In this gravitational
field, as I see it, even Lu Xun’s revolutionary strive became curved and
bended, until it pointed back to Lu Xun himself. It is only under this
tension that the conflict between the solitary reviver of the society on
the one hand, and the dull and indifferent masses on the other, could
break open, the conflict, which became the motor of Lu Xun’s literary
production – until finally under the impact of the conflicting forces
this whole constellation collapsed in a massive implosion, an event,
which has manifested itself in Lu Xun’s famous collection of poeme en
prose, Yecao. Thus, in a nutshell, I’d rather read Lu Xun’s fictional lit-
erature as the expression of a process, which was set in motion and was
driven by an inner contradiction, the rout cause of which was Lu Xun’s
attempt to amalgamate the fundamentally incompatible ideas of
Nietzsche and evolutionary theory, and which ended in a catastrophic
and tragic failure; and I believe, that precisely with this fundamental
contradiction, and with this tragic failure, lays the fascination, and the
true significance of Lu Xun. 
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Nietzsche repeatedly warned his readers about himself. “The mov-
ing appeal is uttered from each of his words”, writes Fridell, “do not
follow me!” 8 Of course no heed was paid to Nietzsche’s warning as
history has shown the effect it had. This, as Jaspers remarked, “[...]will
never be achieved by any other philosopher”, it seems “[...] that each
and every stance, every ideology, every attitude gets hold of him as a
reference point.” 9 When an anthem-like pathos caught fire in Europe
over the author of Zarathustra, in the light of which Nietzsche him-
self appeared like a superman and the saviour of humanity and the
“greatest charismatic phenomenon in intellectual history” 10 reached
its perhaps most dazzling radiance, Nietzsche begins to be acknowl-
edged in the far East as well, at first in Japan where he attained accept-
ance into intellectual life during the 90’s of the 19th century. The first
wave of the Nietzsche reception in Japan reached its peak with the
“Nietzsche Dispute” in 1903. After the Russian-Japanese war of
1904/5 the effects of Nietzsche unfolded mainly in Japanese litera-
ture, at first in naturalism, and then in the anti-naturalist literature of
l’art pour l’art and the works of the members of the group The Birch
(Shirakaba),11 whilst the established philosophers shirked Nietzsche
and initially left the involvement with him to “shallow everyday phi-
losophy” 12 (Lüth) and to social criticism. As early as 1913 Inoue
Tetsujiro¯ stated satisfiedly that Nietzsche had just remained a tempo-
rary “fashion”, which ebbed away after a few years13. But just at that
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time when the Nietzsche-reception had reached its loudest in Japan,
in the years from 1902 to 1909, Lu Xun was living in Japan, first of all
for the study of medicine, then as a budding author, and that there he
encountered Nietzsche is indeed, as Cheung writes, actually an event
of virtual necessity:14 Lu Xun had to encounter Nietzsche at that time,
and the philosopher was to leave such profound traces in Lu Xun’s
work that even in Lu Xun’s l ifetime he was called “China’s
Nietzsche.”15
Every ideology, as Jaspers said above, seems to drew on Nietzsche.
But what would a young Chinese person at the beginning of the 20th
century make of Nietzsche? The country into which Lu Xun had been
born in 1881 was experiencing one of the most melancholy periods in
its history. China had become an object of colonial exploitation and
had had to concede extensive privileges to the European powers. The
contract of Shimonoseki which in 1895 sealed China’s defeat in the
Sino-Japanese War and forced the country to grant the same privileges
to the Japanese as the Europeans had been enjoying, was only another
in a series of depressing humiliations which China had had to accept
since the Opium wars. The Japanese victory in the Sino-Japanese War,
at the same time as the desolate weakness of China seemed however to
reveal on yet another aspect, that is the necessity of learning from
Japan how, by taking on western “means” to put itself in the position
to keep the impertinences of imperialism at a distance and to catch up
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with the west. It was in this spirit that the operators of the 1898 plan
defeated by the defence of the Emperor’s widow Cixi acted to set up a
constitutional monarchy in China based on the example set by the
Japanese Meiji-Restauration as did a considerable number of young
Chinese who were intent on studying at a Japanese university. When
the 21 year old Lu Xun went to Japan to study medicine, he had
already, with the entry into the Jiangnan-Naval-Academy (the postal
address at that time being the Kiangnan-Naval-Academy) in Nanjing
in the year 1900, departed from the traditional education path and
had turned his interests towards western literature and western ideas.
In the preface to his collection of prose, Nahan (The Scream, 1923)
Lu Xum recalled:
“I wanted to enter the K- Academy in N in those days to be able to
tackle another path, in order to arrive somewhere else. [...] I found out
there that there were other things in the world like natural history,
mathematics, geography, history, drawing and gymnastics[...] I read
books [...] such as “A New Theory of the Body” and “Chemical
Hygiene Studies” [...] additionally I learned from translations that the
Meiji Reformation Movement in Japan was essentially based on west-
ern medicine. [...] This naïve knowledge later prompted me to enter a
medical college in the Japanese province.”16
Of course, what we see here is autobiographical fiction.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that Lu Xun’s decision to study medi-
cine in Japan is directly connected to his hope of saving China by
means of science – or more precisely to cure it from its backwardness
by means of a scientifically enlightened mind. Lu Xun’s reception of
the ideas of the British biologist and of the Darwin school, Thomas
Huxley, has to be mentioned in this context, which Lu Xun had
already become familiar with through the commented translation
done by Yan Fu of the book On Evolution and Ethics, that is in the
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form of a preconceived interpretation. According to Ng Mao-sang
what marks Yan Fu’s text is the complex rendering of the original. Yan
Fu provides an answer as readily as he describes and interprets, as Ng
points out: as if he wanted to dispel the doubts of his readership, Yan
Fu furnishes his text with elaborate comments, explaining that nature
only chooses those which have at their disposal the greatest abilities
and the best constitution; only they would be intellectually, physically
and morally superior. Due to his focussing on ethical as well as intel-
lectual and physical aspects, Yan Fu obviously represents his own
agenda, which is most apparent in his introduction of “qundao” – the
path of society – which he incorporated into his text.17 According to
Yan Fu, the selection of the stronger by means of struggle is the princi-
ple and the only constant which determines the process of becoming
and dying to which all life, including also that of a nation, a society is
subject. But whilst according to Huxley this natural process cannot be
intervened, Yan Fu grants a disparately greater importance to human
intervention: precisely because of the knowledge of the principle and
the insight into the striving for self-preservation it should be possible
for a nation to consciously break the cycle and to avert any threatening
downfall.18 Lu Xun’s decision towards the understanding of western
science as the origin also of Japanese superiority, has to be observed in
front of the background of the reception of Yan-Fu’s agenda. 
Lu Xun however, did not remain true to medicine for long: imme-
diately after the passage quoted above, Lu Xun describes an event
through which he had become conscious of his countrymen’s pitiful-
ness and after three years of study, the opinion ripened within him
that it was not the physical health of his countrymen which was in
such disorder, but their intellectual and cultural state of mind.19 I do
not wish to dally here with the account of this event but wish to stress
the consequences that Lu Xun hence drew according to his notes,
namely that the “ideal” had to be given priority over the “materialistic”
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and that the scalpel had to be exchanged for the paintbrush and sci-
ence for literature. Lu Xun stopped his training to become a physician
in order to become a poet, that is to become a “doctor” of the back-
ward intellect and the sick soul of his people. 
One may speculate on the question if already the actual reorienta-
tion of Lu Xun or only the acount of it, was a result of Nietzsche’s
influence; the metaphor of poet and philosopher as a “doctor” to the
“entire health of a people, time, race, humanity” is also to be found
with Nietzsche.20 It is certainly a fact, that in some of the writings Lu
Xun composed, after dropping out of his studies and his relocation
from the province to Tokyo in the year 1907 there is repeated mention
of Nietzsche. These writings are a series of essays which all centre on
the question of the evolution of or the causes of China’s backwardness
and the solution to it. If we examine the titles of the essays in the order
of their publication – “Ren zhi lishi” ( The History of Human Kind;
in which Lu Xun deals mainly with the theories of Haeckel, Darwin,
Huxley etc.); “Kexueshi jiaopian” ( The Teachings of the History of
Science); “Wenhua pian zhi lun” (On Wrong Tendencies in Culture);
“Moluoshi li shuo” (The Power of Demonic Poetry) – then a gradual
shift of the perspective from science to literature can be identified.
Where in his second essay Lu Xun had still emphasised the impor-
tance of scientific discovery for the development of peoples, in his
fourth essay he challenges the profane mode of thinking which ele-
vates science to a purpose and orientates itself purely towards “practi-
cal use.” 21 Here already a further central theme is hinted at which
reminds us of the proponents of the aforementioned “Nietzsche strug-
gle”, such as Tobari Chikufu, but especially of Takayama Cho¯gyu¯: the
idea of the grand, creative individual as saviour of the people and cul-
ture from torpor and backwardness standing above the dull mass of
the “ordinary people.” In this context Lu Xun exclusively cites writers
such as Gogol, Petöfi, Byron, Milton or philosophers like Stirner,
Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard – and over and over again Nietzsche:
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“As far as Nietzsche is concerned, he was one of the most outstand-
ing individuals; he placed his hopes on important public figures and
geniuses. He believed that in a country governed by a majority, the
vitality of the society would be destroyed within a very short time. It
would be better to sacrifice mediocrity in order to allow a society to
blossom with the help of one or two geniuses. This idea of the so-
called Übermensch shocked the European intellectual world to the
core [...].” 22
“[...] Hopes should now be concentrated on those people whose
willpower exceeds the masses by far. Only this type of person is able,
through his sensitivity and his will, to cope with real society.
Furthermore, people like this possess fighting power [...] Nietzsche
[...] wished upon the world a unique willpower, namely that of an
almost godlike Übermensch.” 23
“Only the epiphany of the Übermensch can bring peace to the
world. If no Übermensch is to be found then man will have to depend
on exceptional people [...].” 24
It is at this point that the question raised by Weigelin-Schwiedrzik,
and in Japan by Onoue, has to be addressed on the nature of Lu Xun’s
simultaneous reception of evolutionary theory and Nietzsche. Lu Xun
took on board elements of both systems of thought, whenever they
seemed useful to him, as Weigelin-Schwiedrzik concluded. I believe,
however, that this is precisely where the problems begin.  
The impetus for Lu Xun’s project of marrying Darwin with
Nietzsche could have been given by Zarathustra’s following remarks:
“What is the ape for mankind? A guffaw and painful shame. And
that is precisely what mankind should be for the Übermensch: a guf-
faw and painful shame./ You have completed the transition from
worm to man and much of you is still worm. Once you were apes and
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even now man is more of an ape than any actual ape.” 25
The fact that elements of Nietzsche’s philosophy are actually thanks
to Nietzsche’s preoccupation with Darwinism becoming apparent
here,26 may have distorted Lu Xun’s view of the fact that Nietzsche,
with his teaching of the ascent of the “Übermensch”, actually did
apply a strict contrast program to the Darwin school. This matter of
fact, which has been largely overlooked, or at least passed over by Lu
Xun research as well, is, in fact, of pivotal significance for the under-
standing of Lu Xun and requires the appropriate attention.
*
The theory of Evolution, also in it’s forms transferred from the
realm of nature into the sphere of culture, as is well known, bases itself
on that famous “one long argument” of Darwin, which in nuce has to
be understood again as the result of a transfer of Adam Smith’s politi-
cal economy into biology.27 According to Smith, the best social order,
arises from “the invisible hand”, as it were, i.e. when individuals are
allowed to compete with each other unchecked. Accordingly, Darwin
sees in the order of life the result of an unchecked struggle for self-
preservation of the living beings, an idea which was just as shocking
for the majority of his peers as Nietzsche’s analysis of the death of
God: nature was no longer the result of an act of creation and an
expression of godly intention and heavenly grace, but rather a bloody
battlefield governed by a blind mercilessness, which allows only ”the
fittest”, i.e., those organisms best able to adapt to their environment, to
prevail. Compared to earlier theories, namely that of Lamarck,
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Darwin’s constitutes a decisive simplification: Lamarck traced the ori-
gin of the species to an inherent, vital drive and found in the external
environment, another, secondary power, which deflects the primary
one, makes it branching out and so allows the taxonomic diversity of
life to be produced.28  Now, Darwin afforded this supposed merely sec-
ondary factor, under the name of natural selection, the status of the
only creative force of evolutionary change, which takes place in the
smallest of steps and at the lowest level of the organic life, and in the
course of Earth’s history brings about the evolution from “worm to
human.”
When now Nietzsche, for his part, allows his Zarathustra to take
up this idea and insists that man is a type of animal “unadorned and in
the plain sense of the word” among others, he is also an adherent of a
biological naturalism which is entirely comparable to that of
Darwin.29 It is obvious, however, that the thinker of the eternal recur-
rence of the same, and of the will to power cannot at the same time be
a Darwinist. Two things characterise Nietzsche’s opposition to
Darwinism: firstly, Nietzsche attributes to all living beings – and in so
doing, he revisits in a certain sense, a Lamarckian point of view – an
inner strive, “infinitely superior”, to all external influences, a strive not
towards self-preservation, but rather towards self-improvement, a
desire to increase and grow and go beyond themselves.30 Only because
absolutely every, once attained state, carries within itself the capacity
to “not want to preserve itself ”, it can be explained, why everything
does not just come to a halt, but is in the grip of a perpetual
becoming.31 On the other hand, Nietzsche insisted that the selection
of the fittest is in no way any “advance” in the sense of a progression
towards perfection. Nietzsche therefore, asked himself after the “death
of God”, whom man has always seen as the pinnacle of creation, the
quite different question: whether the human being, now left to his
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own devices and threatened by nihilism, still possesses the strength to
project his goals beyond himself, to raise himself up to the “Übermen-
sch” or instead the “will to power” of the species, i.e. the herd instinct
of the mediocre and of the most adapted, wins out and he sinks to the
level of a herd animal. For in contrast to the progressivist evolution-
ists, Nietzsche was by no means convinced that “nature only chooses
those who have command of the highest abilities” 32 :
“Anti-Darwin. – What on inspection of the greater fate of man
surprises the most, is always seeing the opposite before one’s eyes of
that which Darwin with his school sees or wants to see; the selection
in favour of the stronger, those who came off better than the rest, the
advancement of the species. Just the opposite becomes obvious: the
randomness of luck, the uselessness of the more evolved types, the
unavoidable power of the mediocre, even of the below-average types.
Granted as man does not demonstrate the reason to us, why man is an
exception among creatures, I incline towards the bias that that the
Darwinian school has deceived itself everywhere. That will towards
power in which I recognise the reason and character of all transforma-
tions, gives us the means to hand, why precisely the selection in favour
of the exceptions and the lucky does not take place: the strongest and
most fortunate are weak, when they have the majority, with the
organised herd instinct and the timidity of the weak, against them
[…]/ I find the “cruelty of Nature”, about which so much is spoken, in
another place: it is cruel to it’s fortunate ones but spares and protects
les humbles. In summa: the growth of power of a species is through the
predominance of it’s fortunate ones, whose strengths are perhaps less
guaranteed than through the predominance of the average inferior
types […] With the latter is the great fertility, the permanence; with
the first, grows the danger, the rapid devastation, the fast reduction in
numbers.” 33
Nietszche’s anti-Darwinist critique therefore consists at its core of
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the objection that self-preservation in the sense of mere temporal per-
sistence of an individual, or of a species does not already mean an ele-
vation of its “strength and splendour.” Quite the opposite: adaptation
is never an “elevation of the type.” But it is these which concern
Nietzsche, the “exceptions” and “fortunate ones” whose strengthen-
ing, at the expense of the mediocre, could even be fatal to the preser-
vation of the species. Humankind, a culture, a political system, is not
justified by the fact that they safeguard and assert themselves, but only
when they succeed in overcoming their inclinations, in casting their
goal beyond themselves, and in procreating the “higher type.” 34
Nietzsche wants that higher type, that great individual, that Übermen-
sch, for his own sake, and not just for his social usefulness – and when
Lu Xun comments above: “it would therefore be better to sacrifice the
mediocre, in order to assist society, through one or two geniuses, to
flower”, so he is evidently, with reference to Nietzsche, driving at the
exact opposite of that which Nietzsche wants. Nietzsche’s main con-
cern is that the human being mobilises its creative and self-elevating
powers and becomes an individual, who deserves this name, and that
is precisely what his humanism consists of. For Lu Xun on the other
hand, the great, creative individual is ultimately just the means to an
end, that is the renewal of the existing society.
Weigelin-Schwiedrzik has brought attention to the “parallels of ele-
ments of European evolutionary theory with Nietzsche’s philosophy
of the Übermensch” in Lu Xun, and she has also pointed out already
that Lu Xun and Nietzsche have different aims.35 The word “parallels”,
however, implies a peaceful coexistence of Huxley and Nietzsche in
Lu Xun, where I can only sense divergence and struggle. I think that in
trying to combine two entirely opposite concepts, Lu Xun, indeed,
infected himself with a flagrant self-contradiction: at one end of this
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contradiction we still see his evolutionist agenda for the “renewal of
the national character”, through the force of the strongest and ablest,
an agenda, which indeed harmonizes with Lu Xun’s rather traditional
self-image of the socially responsible intellectual; at the other end
however, and there Nietzsche’s influence actually manifests itself, we
find Lu Xun, the “demonic” “genius of culture” 36 (Nietzsche), recog-
nizing his own kinship with Nietzsche’s exceptional creative individ-
ual, who is uplifted above the too powerful herd of the average ordi-
nary peoples, that mass, which permanently makes all efforts to erase
the exceptions, and which trivializes and stultifies each and every-
thing. Compare, what Lu Xun sais about this “vulgar breed”, for exam-
ple, in “Wenhua pianzhi lun.” 37
*
“I never found a homeland anywhere [...]”, as Zarathustra sais, “and
I was expelled from all father and mother countries.”38 The claim on
Zarathustra does not remain without consequence for Lu Xun. It has a
price, namely the experience of the absence of companionship, a sub-
stantial side effect which had already been presaged in Lu Xun’s essays,
when he spoke, for example of the “lonely, great figures”, whose voices
are ignored and whose messages are not appreciated:39 the burden of
loneliness, which afflicts the genius, necessarily misunderstood by his
contemporaries and despairing both of himself and of the world, the
loneliness, which is the Genius’ burden and at the same time his
redemption: “Oh loneliness! You my homeland loneliness” 40, says
Zarathustra, and in Ecce homo Nietzsche points out: “my whole
Zarathustra is a dithyramb to loneliness.” 41 Lu Xun has both the book
and the loneliness in his luggage when he returns from Japan to China
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in 1909. In 1918, with the publication of his “Diary of a Madman”,
the fictive diary of a man, who is convinced to live in a society of “can-
nibals”, who are after him, this loneliness is breaking to the fore.
Frederic Jameson cites this “first masterpiece of the greatest
Chinese author, Lu Xun” as outstanding evidence for his theory that
literature from the third world always “pursues a certain political goal
in the form of a traditional allegory” and that stories about individual
fates are allegories on the attacks of society against the individual.42 Lu
Xun’s opposition to his society is indeed adequately expressed with the
word “cannibals.” But the diary is more than “political satire” and
“social criticism.” Wolfgang Bauer writes:
“The function of the lonely caller in the desert, the apparent mad-
man, who in reality is the only non-insane one amongst all the insane
– a [...] very old parable in China43 – was most certainly made use of
by Lu Xun, who often spoke of his loneliness. In this respect the mad-
man of the diary could well be considered as a self portrait of Lu Xun
himself.” 44
Indeed what we can mainly see in Lu Xun’s diary is evidence of Lu
Xun’s reflection on the process of his own isolation and alienation
after his return from Japan. Yue Daiyun rightly concluded: “What
went on under Lu Xun’s paintbrush between the isolated and the
masses is extremely obscure and confusing, a relationship full of con-
tradictions”, which is therefore not consistent with “the simple entity,
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which Jameson obviously imagines.” 45 It only remains to be said that
both this obscurity and this inconsistency is the result of Lu Xun
doing the splits between evolutionary theory and Nietzsche.
The diary is ultimately not about society, but about the suffering of
the individual, which like Nietzsche’s “crazy man”, or like Zarathustra
is being laughed at and “cancelled” out by the mediocre ones, in short:
Lu Xun speaks about the loneliness of the Zarathustrian individual.
He identifies himself with this figure for which the in any case vague
“social criticism” only constitutes the blurred background. In the twi-
light of this reading of the “Diary”, indeed, the luminance of the
“social revolutionary” may fade somewhat. In its place, however, an
even more complex and problematic Lu Xun appears, and thus his lit-
erature too gains more iridescent and interesting colours. It seems as if
the vector Lu Xun’s concern fundamentally aimed at society is ulti-
mately bent back towards Lu Xun himself, and with his “Diary” he
tries to tackle this tension in a literary manner. In comparison with the
writings done in Japan Lu Xun’s handling of Nietzsche is less simplis-
tic and transparent, but more subliminal, more subtle, more literary. In
a word: for Lu Xun, Nietzsche has become the object of a productive
adaptation, a stimulus, and a source of his literary inspiration. His
“Diary” is actually bursting of literary borrowings from Zarathustra.
Lu Xun himself left no doubt as to where his literary models are to
be sought. His “Diary”, he wrote, can be “compared in depth and
width of its pain and anger to Gogol, but it certainly does not reach
Nietzsche’s immensity.” 46 In the same year of the publication of his
“Diary”, Lu Xun published a partial translation of the preface of
Zarathustra, and in the following years Nietzsche remained a funda-
mental point of reference to Lu Xun. In 1920 he published a complete
translation of the preface and as his brother remembered later, there
was always a copy of Zarathustra lying ready on his desk .47
Furthermore, in 1925 Lu Xun admitted that he hardly needed any
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time for writing his short-stories “Hesitation” (Panghuang ), and
“Dynamite” (Zhayao), because he was still able to profit from the
after-effects of reading Zarathustra and only had to “squeeze” these
stories out of himself.48 How much Lu Xun profited from Nietzsche
also in his glosses and aphorisms is obvious to everyone who has eyes
to see; and throughout all of Lu Xun’s writings runs like a red thread
the suffering from the rift between the crowd of the small and ordi-
nary peoples and the tragic greatness of the hero sacrificing himself for
the sake of this crowd – that dialectics, which makes him more and
more lonely and the ordinary peoples more and more “like flies.” 49
“The polarity of the lonely and the mass” according to Yue Daiyun,
“[...] is a continuous pattern in the works of Lu Xun. The loner is
designated to devote his life to the mass and simultaneously he is sen-
tenced to lead a constant fight with the mass for the sake of progress
[...] the loner runs after the mass which is detrimental to him and he
dies.” 50
But again, it was only with the ideas of Nietzsche, with which Lu
Xun’s evolutionist agenda had become infected, that the stimulating
conflict could ignite and the dichotomy could brake open between
the desire for the cultural renewal of China and the enlightenment of
the crowd on the one hand, and the painful experience of ostracism
and estrangement of the one who knows simply because he knows and
from just that crowd on the other hand.51 The desire for company and
the experience of loneliness: these are the two poles between which
the fictional literarure of Lu Xun unfolded itself since the publication
of his “Diary.” Its full and final bloom his literary production eventu-
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ally reaches with the poeme en prose of the collection, Yecao, created
between 1924 and 1926. At the same time his attitude towards
Nietzsche underwent a decisive transformation.
*
Indeed, attempts were made to interpret the Yecao politically.
Compare, for example, the famous skirmish between Loi and
Rykmanns.52 Lu Xun himself had suggested such interpretation, for
example, in the preface to his first unpublished English translation of
the collection, by citing certain political events as the reason for the
origin of some of the texts in Yecao.53 I too, as I mentioned at the
beginning, do not by any means, deny the political side of Lu Xun’s lit-
erature. But I do not believe Lu Xun that “politics” especially here is
any more than just the ostensible motive for a much more interesting
confrontation of Lu Xun with his own disappointed hopes – and that
also unavoidably means: with Nietzsche! It is no coincidence that in
the Yecao allusions and references to the Zarathustra-Text are
omnipresent. And even the title of the collection - amongst others, the
translation “Weeds” has been suggested – gives good cause to attribute
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it to Zarathustra.
Some authors have brought attention also to Buddhist elements in
the Yecao texts,54 and with good reason. It is pivotal here though, how
Nietzsche and Buddhism go together, and the insight in the order of
precedence in both: Buddhism and everything else is just secondary,
Lu Xun’s struggle with Nietzsche and with himself is paramount and
first. I believe that the Yecao are above all a protocol of Lu Xun’s con-
flict with nihilism as the prerequisite also of Nietzsche’s philosophy.
That is the pending confrontation which had been looming from the
very beginning and which Lu Xun had until then evaded. This con-
frontation of Lu Xun with Nietzsche is what I would like to nail
down. This is possible, as I have tried to demonstrate elsewhere, with
any text of the collection. Here, however, I will do this with the help
of a single example, that of the text “The Rambler” (Guoke),55 the title
of which immediately makes Nietzsche spring to mind: “The
Rambler” is also the title of the first section in the third part of
Zarathustra.
Let us look first at Lu Xun’s rambler: In the evening twilight a
weary traveller reaches a house inhabited by an old man (the past, wise
to the world, his own resignation) and by a young girl (that which is
still to come, youth, his own hope). The rambler asks for a cup of water
and is told to stay since night is nigh and so he could allow some rest
to his worn out feet. But the traveller does not want to rest: “You can’t
shake off the feeling that it would be better to be on your way?” asks
the old man. “Yes”, replies the rambler, “I had better be on my way.” Lu
Xun’s traveller is a kind of Ahasver, who knows neither the place of his
origins nor the destination of his travels and who follows a voice
which the old man too, had once heard, when he was young. The ram-
bler, however, rejects the advice to interrupt his aimless journey and to
turn back. “No! I have to continue, I cannot rest” he repeats over and
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over again, and “As long as I can remember I have been rambling.” 56
Zarathustra does not think any differently in his midnight ponder-
ings of his “many lonely ramblings since his youth” and says to his
heart: “I am a rambler, [...] and its seems that I can’t sit still for long./
And whatever now comes my way as fate or experience - rambling will
be within it and mountain climbing. [...].” 57 Zarathustra too hears the
call of a voice, it is the voice of the “hour” that speaks to him:
“You go your way of greatness; here no-one can creep up on you!
Your foot itself rubbed out the path behind you and above it is
written: impossibility./ And when eventually all the ladders have
gone, then you have to know how to climb on top of your own head:
[…] on top your own head and past your own heart!” 58
Just as for Lu Xun’s rambler, there is no way back for Zarathustra
and only an eternal, disquieting rambling and going beyond himself.
But there is one striking difference between the two ramblers: the
lofty and solemn aura of Zarathustra is completely missing in Lu Xun’s
Ahasver. Zarathustra is of course lamenting that he has got a “sore
heart” 59 but by no means that he has got sore feet as well like the
pathetic rambler of Lu Xun, whose wretchedness makes him look just
like a caricature of Zarathustra. The latter will at the end stand in the
light of “midday” and have redeemed himself. We know of Lu Yun’s
Ahasver, on the other hand: he will never see the light of the sun, he is
not walking any “way of greatness”, but “the rambler barges off stum-
bling into the wilderness with the night on his back”60 and chasing the
setting sun: that is how Lu Xun’s story ends! And this unmistakable
reversal and re-evaluation of Zarathustra’s comparison of himself with
the sun right in the first section of his “preface” 61 as well as at the very
end of the whole text, finally allows for only one interpretation, name-
ly that of the aimless, hopeless Ahasver of Lu Xun as a bitter parody of
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Zarathustra – and therefore also as a ruthless caricature of the carica-
turist himself.
Cheung, who disputes a distancing of Lu Xun from Nietzsche,
offers another interpretation. In the voice which pushes the “rambler”
forward, he hears “an alluring hope”, and “a different expression of his
same experience of ‘eternal recurrence’”:
“Although Lu Xun kept reminding himself that it was just an illu-
sion and told himself to rest, he could not resist the call to continue to
struggle with the ‘darkness and nothingness’. He went ahead and
therefore accepted his fate (amor fati). The passer-by also shows the
characteristic of a Nietzschean lonely fighter […].” 62
It is without a doubt correct that in “The Rambler” Lu Xun’s strug-
gle against “darkness and nothingness” and another experience of
“eternal recurrence” is reflected. But at the very most as a mistake
Cheung touches Lu Xun’s sore point, when in Cheung’s interpretation
of Nietzsche’s “amor fati”, the “unconditional ‘yes!’ to the world”, takes
on the bland aftertaste of a mere die-hard slogan. Precisely that is the
reason for Lu Xun’s “despair.” Unlike Zarathustra he is not able “to
reconcile with life”, he had to accept that Nietzsche’s path into the
light, is too steep and at least for him, is not viable. Thus darkness
threatens to catch up with him and swallow him up. The self-portrait
of Lu Xun as a hunted “rambler” stumbling away from the night
falling, in blackened, torn, nihilistic garments – “his demeanour
gloomy, black beard, messy hair, black jacket and trousers, both in
rags, bare feet sticking out of his shoes [...]” 63 – is not that of a
“Nietzschean fighter.” It is in fact a copy of the “shadow” of
Zarathustra, and an excellent example of that type of art practised by
Lu Xun, of lampooning and “dissecting himself ”, which he mentions
in the epilogue to his collection of essays, The Tomb (Fen).64
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*Lu Xun is tired of the endless searching and dabbling in the shadow
of Zarathustra, and of being Zarathustra’s “shadow.” The restless ram-
bling and iconoclasm is, to speak in Nietzsche’s language, “no longer
to his taste.” The Yecao text “Farewell of the Shadow” (Ying de gaobie)
also bears witness to this change of mind. Here too, as already in “The
Rambler”, the reference to Nietzsche is evident (“The Rambler and his
Shadow” is the title of the whole second section of Human, Far too
Human, and “The Shadow” is moreover the name of the title of a
chapter in the fourth part of Zarathustra). Just as the texts “Snow”
and “Preface” (compare the images of the “withered grass” and the
“weeds”) all the other texts in the collection as well are “tied, threaded,
in love” (Nietzsche) and create an entity, which is, whether directly or
indirectly, intertwined with Nietzsche’s Zarathustra. Also “in their
visions of icy worlds Nietzsche / Zarathustra and Lu Xun meet each
other”, as Kubin observes in his epilogue to the German edition of Lu
Xun’s Works.65 Other “deserts”, such as in the text “Revenge”
(Fuchou), which together with “Revenge II” (Fuchou, qi er) and the
figure of the saviour crucified by the gaffing mob strikes a chord with
the Zarathustrian thematic complex of disgust – hate – retaliation,66
are likewise variations of those ice worlds. The same applies to the
dust desert, in which the “Beggars” (Qiuqizhe) as direct descendants
of Lu Xun’s lonely “rambler” lose their goal and orientation.67 All of
these visions are nightmarish and over and over again one gets the
feeling that the dreamer fell asleep while reading Zarathustra, many
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parts and passages of which are, indeed, also labelled reports on
dreams. This is how it seems also in “A Dog’s Reproach” (Gou de
bojie), in which the dreamer runs away from the contestations of a
speaking stray dog, a setting, which obviously is a “reversal” of that
scene in which a fearless Zarathustra travels to hell to take the
“Firedog” to task:68 The dreamer’s bed finally stands at the edge of
hell, of which the “Antichrist” reports in “The Lost Hell Which Had
Been Nice” (Shidiao de hao diyu), to then finally admit to the dream-
er: “Dear friend, you bear a grudge against me. Yes, you are a human!
But I am searching for wild animals and evil spirits ... .” 69 In the text “A
Human’s Shivering” (Tuibaixian de zhandong), which begins with the
sentence “I dreamed that I am dreaming ”, the landscape of
Zarathustra’s “riddle dream” reappears – a hut in a bleak moonlit
wilderness under an empty sky – in front of the backdrop of which the
Übermensch-like laughter of Nietzsche’s shepherd turns into the
“mute scream of a human, of an animal.” 70 When, for a change, the
lyrical self dreams of “A pleasant Event” (Hao de gushi) such as a
Dionysian boat trip with all things flowing into each other, promising
the unification of self and the world,71 then the dreamer finally wakes
up in the dim light of his notorious “lamp”, the only flickering real
source of light in the overall murk of Lu Xun’s collection (compare
also “Autumn Night”, and also the end of the whole collection).
I understand the movement which Lu Xun’s lyrical self carries out
in the last part of “Autumn Night” and throughout the other night-
mares of Zarathustrian visitations and wintry deserts as a great, con-
genial parallel movement to the “recovery” (Genesung ) of which
Zarathustra talks about throughout. Karl Löwith suggested to read
Zarathustra:
“[...] as a series of dreamlike ascending pictures, which – pychologi-
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cally analysed – result in the hidden history of the suffering of a per-
son who imagines the problem of his existence in bleak and
Halkyonic landscapes, sinister situations and mysterious figures, in
which he both reveals and bares himself and at the same time disguis-
es and masks himself [...] In all of these [...] figures Nietzsche speaks
both about and to himself [...] He himself is the tightrope walker [...]
he himself is the clown [...] he himself is the rambler and also the ram-
bling and visiting shadow that is sick from the futility of his search-
ing ; he himself is the shepherd retched by the revulsion of being
human [...] because as Nietzsche-Zarathustra he is actually spread out
in multiple roles and in his innermost being is ambiguous to the bor-
der-line of schizophrenia.” 72
The same applies to Lu Xun: the smoker, the rambler, the shadow,
the warrior, the frozen Buddha, or the crucified saviour – all of these
fig ures of Yecao are alters of himself.  And so, as Nietzsche’s
Zarathustra overall tells of the “overcoming of nihilism”, Lu Xun also
tells of the overcoming of his nihilism – but with the decisive punch-
line point that in his case, the overcoming of nihilism actually means
the overcoming of Nietzsche/Zarathustra. That is the meaning of the
flickering “enlightenment” of the Yecao’s lyrical self: Lu Xun had final-
ly recognised where he “got the cold”, who had led him into “loneli-
ness”, who had driven the wedge between him and the “masses”, from
whom he had brought the agonizing dichotomy “between humanism
and individualism” upon himself. And while Zarathustra finally
releases himself by casting off his being human, Lu Xun casts off his
“super-humanism” and returns to the “world of humans.” That is the
reason why for Zarathustra’s ears his own laughter, that announces his
“recovery”, sounds euphoric and promising, whilst to Lu Xun’s ears it
sounds restrained and he closes his heart to it: because “recovery”
means victory to Zarathustra but to Lu Xun it is connected to the
admittance of his own defeat. He failed on himself, on his own “con-
tradiction.”
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*Takeuchi Yoshimi has said that Lu Xun once wanted to create his
own Übermensch; his deceased remains lie scattered in Yecao.73 After
the Yecao Lu Xun published only rather journalist essays and polemi-
cal articles on the numerous controversies which were being per-
formed on China’s literary stage. Findeisen comments that Lu Xun
“increasingly aims his rhetoric virtuosity at individual people”, he
wages countless pen wars with individual cultural and political oppo-
nents, in which “the terminology class-struggle from 1929 onwards
almost seamlessly blends in”, and acknowledges that many of his “mis-
cellanea” (zawen) may have been “partly inspired” by “personal
revenge, hurt vanity, cantankerousness and persecution paranoia” 74
Takeuchi this change of the author and his literary productuon so
drastically, that he consequently spoke of “Lu Xun’s decision to die as
a writer [of literature].” 75 This change of Lu Xun’s mode of literary
production was accompanied by his leaning towards Marxism and an
increasing activity in organisations controlled by the KPCh and since
1930 in the league of leftist authors. Findeisen believes that the latter
Lu Xun “integrates” his Nietzschean idea of the genius of culture easi-
ly “into the utopia of communism” and had “expanded it with social
components” in accordance with his conviction that “even the strong
[...] are dependent on the public” in order “to be of any effect.” 76 There
can be no discussion, as Findeisen states, of an avoidance of Nietzsche
considering Lu Xun’s persistent interest in the philosopher even after
1927. Cheung too claims that Lu Xun held on to his Nietschian agen-
da even after his, due to the political development from 1927
onwards, unavoidable leaning towards Marxism.
What, however – apart from diverse “Nietzschian attitudes” and
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“affinities” – can be put forward concretely in order to substantiate the
assertion of the continuity of Lu Xun’s attitude towards Nietzsche?
An entry in a diary: Lu Xun confirmed on 10.8.1929 the acquisition
of an “elucidation and critique of Zarathustra”;77 Lu Xun’s support for
translation projects: he edited the manuscript of the Chinese transla-
tion published in 1935 of Ecce Homo by his protégé Xu Shiquan; he
asked Xu to send him his translation of Zarathustra; according to his
diary entry on 14.11.1935 he received Xu’s translation of Morgenröte
and praised him as an essayist, who “writes in the style of Nietzsche.”
Finally the remark made by Xu, that Lu Xun payed respect to
Nietzsche in his latter years too.78 There is no reason not to believe
Xu. Lu Xun did not become a dispraiser of Nietzsche overnight. The
examples – they should be complete – however, also show: Lu Xun’s
latter relationship with Nietzsche is qualitatively different from before
1927. It is of a more distanced, one may say “academic nature.” With
this refrainment, as it appears to me, Lu Xun withdrew the thorn from
his flesh, that had once spurred on his production of fictional litera-
ture. After the publication of Yecao one can hardly find evidence for
any literary utilization of Nietzsche’s texts (apart perhaps from Old
Stories, Retold (Gushi Xinbian), published in 1936, a collection of
short-stories, most of which have been penned or first published,
however, already in the 1920s). When Lu Xun now speaks of
Nietzsche at all, then he speaks, just as he once did during his years in
Japan, again about Nietzsche, theoretically, and – that is new – critical-
ly:
“Nietzsche taught the people to prepare themselves for the ascent
of the ‘Übermensch’. If he were never to appear then this preparation
would have to prove to be empty and futile. But for himself,
Nietzsche knew of a way how get away : madness and death.
Otherwise he would have had to put up with the emptiness or would
have had to fight against this vacuum. He would have lived in soli-
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tude, just like the “last man” with a heart without warmth, would have
been contemptuous of all authority, would have withdrawn himself
and would have become a nihilist.” 79
Needless to say that these lines are expression rather of Lu Xun’s
own suffering and failure. Lu Yun wrote the text, from which these
lines are quoted, it in 1935. He dedicated the time remining to him,
already seriously ill with tuberculosis, to his translation Gogol’s The
Dead Souls and threw himself into a final bitter battle over the com-
munist cultural politics and the anti-Japanese resistance. On 5.
September 1936 he penned his last writing with the laconic title “The
Death” (Si). It concludes with the words: “If this is what dying is, in
any case it does not cause any pain. Right at the end it might be differ-
ent; but at least, since it happens only once in life, I can endure it.” 80
“Was that - life? Well then! Once more!” – this is how Zarathustra
wanted to speak to death.81 Lu Yun though had long since descended
from Nietzsche’s lofty peaks when he wrote his final words. Two
weeks later, on the 19. September 1936, Lu Xun died at the age of 56
in Shanghai.
*
Lu Xun’s above quoted critical, final remark on Nietzsche is inter-
esting for a couple of reasons. It contains a moralistic reproach against
Nietzsche, who stole out of the responsibility for “the people”, a
reproach which illuminates the fact that for Lu Xun the conflict
between “individualism” and “humanism” is, in the first place, an ethi-
cal issue. Moreover, the remark as a whole is a critique of Nietzsche
from an evolutionist viewpoint: his path to “progress” has turned out
be a dead end street. This critique which is probably in accordance
with that kind of Marxist “progressivism” which was prevailing in the
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1930s, at least implicitly extends the ethical dimension of the problem
of “humanism” and “individualism” into the dimension of history and
time, where, if we follow a hint by Wang Hui, Lu Xun’s dilemma reap-
pears in form of two oppositional visions of history as “advance”, and
as “nothing but a continuous repetition […] of individual events.” 82 At
this point, indeed, a discussion would be required of the historical
condition of the possibility of what Takeuchi Yoshimi has called else-
where the “aporias of modernity.” 83 However, this discussion, which in
my view would have to make use of Marx’ concept of the commodity
form as an analytical key, would certainly explode the framework of
this footnote. For the time being, therefore, I confine myself to con-
cluding that Lu Xun has failed in his struggle with the “aporias of
modernity.” Fail, however, he only could because he struggled. In his
life and literature this struggle has manifested itself in the most strik-
ing and moving way: that is Lu Xun’s significance, and his actuality.
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